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ABSTRACT
One aspect of energy conservation, energy conservation through social changes, is focused. The clue
of social changes is found in the current reorganization of urban spatial structure in U.S. metropolitan
areas which presumably alters the urban form into the polynucleated city structure. The scheme once
used for the new town developments in Britain and in the U.S. seems to support the reorganization
processes and to serve energy conservation in two respects -- closer residence-workplace proximity
and lessor private transport dependency. In order to examine the validity of the new town scheme and
to find out its planning values which lead to these characteristics, some existing new towns are
evaluated by comparing them with otherwise similar but unplanned conventional towns. The analysis
reveals socio-economic determinants which lead to the superiority of the new towns in those two
respects. The result suggests that the growth of suburban centers associated with reorganization must
be controlled in terms of the job per housing balance and planned population densities.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Gary Hack
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Chapter 1.
Introduction
Energy conservation has emerged as a reaction to the
lavish use of energy of the past several decades. Generally, it is
viewed as a technological solution rather than as a product of
social changes (i.e. change of life style and change of settlement
patterns). Cogeneration, thermal energy storage and renewable
energy were introduced and have been successfully utilized under
certain conditions. However, the threat of expected shortage of
fossil fuel and growing environmental problems associated with
burning fossil fuels, such as global warming, still remain.
Another way to approach energy conservation (e.g. energy
conservation through social changes) must be searched for in
order to further promote energy conservation without any cost
to life quality.
On-going reorganization of urban spatial structure in
U.S. metropolitan areas (i.e. heterogeneous land use
configuration and decentralization of central city functions), set
off by the relocation of both firms and households into the
suburbs, seems to provide a suitable environment for those
social changes. It is expected to lead the urban form which
better serves energy conservation.
The physical form-energy conservation scenarios
proposed by former researchers give perspective for the search of
alternative paths of reorganization. Considering the present
situation of U.S. metropolitan areas, the decentralized
concentration scenario presented by Michael C. Romanos in the
late 1970's seems the most viable, which presented
reorganization processes into the polynucleated city structure
and energy conservation effect led by the urban form. The
scenario would become more feasible if it is combined with an
appropriate growth policy and recovers its vulnerability arisen
from the assumption that the effect of the price of fuel on a
family budget is a significant enough incentive to urge
reorganization.
As a growth policy toward reorganization into the
polynucleated city structure, the scheme once used for new town
developments in Britain and in the U.S. seems appropriate
because these new towns presumably form clustered self-
contained communities around the periphery of metropolitan
areas and meet the prerequisite of the energy conservation
scenario mentioned above (i.e. closer residence-workplace
proximity and lesser private transport dependency). The validity
of this new town scheme must be confirmed with the empirical
evidence before it is put into practice.
Chapter 2.
Presentation: Present Situation
of U.S. Suburbs
2.1 Edge City Phenomenon
The enthusiastic pursuit of better living environments
in the U.S. has changed the form of suburbia. The suburbs,
which once served as bedroom communities for large cities,
have become the employment hubs as a result of the
continuous decentralization of firms during the 1980's. These
suburbs are called edge cities because they contain all the city
functions such as offices, retail shops, entertainment facilities
and even hospitals and are rising in the remote locations from
old down town areas, almost beyond urban boundaries.
The development of edge cities raised the recent trend
that most of the day-to-day trips made by residents of
metropolitan areas are ended in the skirts of old centers and the
conventional commuting pattern from suburbs to downtown
has become less dominant. Some of the edge cities even attract
a greater number of workers than the down town itself as a
result of their abundant job opportunities.
The Term edge city first appeared in the book, Edge
City: Life on the New Frontier, written by Washington Post
staff writer, Joel Garreau. This term was coined following an
outline of Christopher Leinberger's criteria of major activity
centers.
"Edge City" is any place that:
e Has five million square feet or more of leasable office
space-the work place of the "Information Age".
- Has 600,000 square feet or more of leasable retail
space. That is the equivalent of a fair-sized mall.
- Has more jobs than bedrooms.
- Is perceived by the population as one place. It is a
regional end destination for mixed use that has it all
from jobs, to shopping, to entertainment.
- Was nothing like city as recently as thirty years ago.
Then, it was just bedrooms, if not cow pastures.
-Edge City: Life on the New Frontier
Joel Garreau, 1991
By this definition, more than two-hundred suburban
NNW,
centers in the U.S. are categorized as edge cities.
According to Garreau, edge cities represent the third
wave of suburbanization of America. The first wave came with
the relocation of households out of city boundaries especially
after World War II. This trend was accelerated by the second
wave of the malling of America in the 1960's and 1970's, when
the marketplaces were moved out to the suburbs. Today, these
trends are synthesized with continuous decentralization of firms
to where most of the people have lived and shopped for almost
a generation. This phenomenon has led to the rise of edge
cities.
One of the most rapid edge city growth areas in the
U.S. is the Washington Metropolitan Region. It has more than
fifteen edge cities along the major corridors, Inter State 270,
Route 66, 495 Beltway and the Dulles Access Road. This edge
city phenomenon characterizes the Washington Metropolitan
Region not only as "one of the fastest growing white-collar
office job markets in the U.S." but as a "prototype of the
growing city" (Garreau, 1991). It has acquired more than
600,000 jobs between 1980 and 1990.
COG (Metropolitan Washington Council of
Government) recently published the report, Commuting
Patterns in the Washington Metropolitan Region, based on the
1990 Census data. These commuting data as of 1990 are
rearranged by the interregional mobility among five subdivision
areas (Table 2.1). The table shows that almost one third of all
work travel in the Metropolitan Washington SMSA (Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area) is directed to Washington D.C.
and another one third is directed to two neighboring counties,
Montgomery County and Fairfax County, both of which are
edge city abundant.
The table also shows that among 852,226 commuters
in northern Virginia, about 40% of commuters choose Fairfax
County as their workplaces, while only 20% of commuters
choose Washington D.C. For Montgomery County, the
number of incoming commuters from its designation of
[Table 2.11 Commuting Patterns in Metropolitan Washington SMSA as of 1990
Washinton Suburban Maryland Montgomery Nothem Virginia Fairfax Total Washinton
Origin/Destination To: D.C. except Montgomery County except Fairfax County SMSA
From: Washington D.C. 236,734 13,209 20,487 19,413 9,433 299,276
_ Suburban Maryland except Montgomery 151,566 205,606 41,638 29,675 16,995 445,483
Montgomery County 103,320 27,025 251,949 14,928 16,177 413,399
Nothem Virginia except Fairfax 88,671 5,356 9,440 185,866 91,098 380,431
Fairfax County 94,502 8,817 15,001 114,825 238,650 471,795
,Total Washington SMSA 674,793 260,013 338,515 364,710 372,353 2,10,384
Source: Commuting Patterns in the Washington Metropolitan Region
[Table 2.21 Commuting Patterns in Metropolitan Washington SMSA as of 1980
Washinton Suburban Maryland Montgomery Nothem Virginia Fairfax Total Washington
Origin/Destination To: D.C. except Montgomery County except Fairfax County SMSA
From: Washington D.C. 234,061 14,654 18,604 17,306 4,877 289,502
Suburban Maryland except Montgomery 135,727 165,376 30,561 17,666 6,243 355,573
Montgomery County 82,331 20,154 174,178 8,748 5,941 291,352
Nothem Virginia except Fairfax 81,994 4,372 6,804 136,168 40,691 270,029
Fairfax County 80,258 6,161 11,347 92,142 120,690 310,598
Total Washington SMSA 614,371 210,717 241.494 272,030 178,442 1,517,054
Source: Commuting Patterns in the Washington Metropolitan Region
suburban Maryland is not very different from those for
Washington D.C., however, among its 413,399 commuters,
about 60% choose Montgomery County as their workplaces.
In order to examine the effect of edge cities in those
counties, the commuting data as of 1980, before the major
expansion of edge cities, are rearranged by the interregional
mobility among five subdivision areas (Table 2.2). The
decennial changes between 1980 and 1990 in those commuting
patterns in the Metropolitan Washington SMSA (Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area) are also calculated and are shown
on the next page (Table 2.3).
The major growth in the number of incoming
commuters is observed in two commuting flows, one from
suburban Maryland to Fairfax County and the other from
northern Virginia to Fairfax County. Those incoming
commuting flows more than doubled between 1980 and 1990.
Fairfax County even attracts commuters from Washington D.C.
and the number of those incoming commuters increased by
93.4% in that period.
These results suggest that the huge incoming
commuting flows to Fairfax County and its increased
competitiveness are due to the rapid growth of edge cities
within the county. Garreau defines five edge cities in the
county, which are Tysons Corner, Merrifield, Fairfax
Center/Fair Oaks, Reston/Herndon and Dulles. Among these,
Tysons Corner is the largest urban agglomeration and is located
12 miles west of down town Washington.
Tysons Corner was built on the former country
crossroads in the late 1980's. It has 15 million square feet of
offices, a shopping mall, several hotels and a high rise
residential building within its 1,700 acre boundaries. Over
60,000 predominantly white-collar workers choose Tysons
Corner as their workplace. With the completion of Tysons II
on the adjacent site, it expanded its office & retail spaces, and
hotel rooms and confirmed its position as the largest business
center in Virginia and Maryland (Cervero, 1989).
[Table 2.31 Decennial Percent Changes In Commuting Patterns in Metropolitan Washington SMSA
Washinton Suburban Maryland Montgomery Nothe rnVirgina Fairfax Total Washinton
Origin/Destination To: D.C. except Montgomery County except Fairfax County SMSA
From: Washington D.C. 1.1 -99 10.1 12.2 93.4 3.4
Suburban Maryland except Montgomery 11.7 24.3 36.2 68.0 172.2 253
Montgomery County 25.5 34.1 44.7 70.6 172.3 41.9
Nothem Virginia except Fairfax 8.1 22.5 38.7 36.5 123.9 40.9
Fairfax County 17.7 43.1 32.2 24.6 97.7 51.9
Total Washington SMSA 9.8 23.4 40.2 34.1 108.7 32.5
Source: Commuting Patterns in the Washington Metropolitan Region
Those edge cities, represented by Tysons Corner, are In order to avoid those kinds of problems, an
expected to better the environment for the future growth of appropriate growth policy might be necessary for edge cities in
suburbs through their effect on regional integration, however, addition to economic incentives.
they might also raise various problems. Robert Cervero
described the potential problems of edge cities in his study of
America's Suburban Centers.
Despite the best efforts of Fairfax County planners to
orchestrate growth, Tysons remains largely an
assemblage of independent buildings, with very little
of architectural theme and limited offerings of
sidewalks and trails between adjoining parcels. Besides
routine mile-long traffic tie-ups, Tysons Corner is also
experiencing a labor shortage problem, particularly in
low-salaried, unskilled positions. -Shortages of
nearby affordable housing have also led to increased
long distance commuting from all corners of Fairfax
County as well as from neighboring counties.
-America's Suburban Centers, Robert Cervero, 1989
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2.2 Changing Values of Suburbs
In the late 1960's, when Herbert J. Gans wrote the
book, The Levittowners: Ways of Life and Politics in a New
Suburban Community, the prime values of the suburbs still
consisted in their spaciousness and consequent homogeneity
among residents. In his study of Levittown, one of the New
Jersey suburban communities, Gans surveyed the principal
reason why those suburban residents had moved to their
community (Table 2.4).
[Table 2.41 Principal Reason for Levittowners to Move from
Previous Residence
Principal Reason:
House-Related Reasons
" Need for More Space
e Want Single Detached House
e Want New and Modern House
Community Related Reasons
- Dissatisfaction with Neighborhood
Percent of Purchasers
58
26
18
7
9
5
Principal Reason:
Job-Related Reasons
e Transfer by Employer
e Change of Job
" Want Shorter Journey to Work
Other Reasons
Percent of Purchasers
29
15
9
5
4
Source: The Levittowners, Herbert J. Gans, 1967
According to this survey, the home owners of
Levittown had moved to the community mainly for house-
related reasons pursuing more spaces or single-detached houses.
Community-related reasons or some job-related reasons such as
shorter journey to work were less important when they decided
to move. Gans described this motivation to move to the
suburbs as follovs.
They certainly did not move to "suburbia" to find the
social and spiritual qualities. -They were not
looking for roots or rural idyll, not for a social ethic or
a consumption-centered life, not for civic participation
or for "sense of community." They wanted the good
or comfortable life for themselves and their families,
and anticipated peacefulness of outdoor living, but
mainly they came "for a house and not a social
environment."
-The Levittowners, Herbert J. Gans, 1967
The decentralization of firms into the suburbs and the
consequent rise of edge cities has changed those values of the
suburbs. The shopping malls and offices opened in the suburbs
provide suburban residents with places of social interaction and
encourage them to think more about their living environment,
neighborhood and community. The suburbs are no longer
places where people simply live and commute. They have
become places where the majority of people live, learn, work,
shop and find entertainment.
The expectation of the suburban residents for those
suburbs sometimes exceeds their present capacity and appears as
a criticism of the still chaotic edge cities. Garreau recorded
criticisms of Tysons Corner through his man-in-the-street
interview.
I once spent a fair chunk of a Christmas season in
Tysons Corner, stopping people, asking them what
they thought of their brave new world. The words I
recorded were searing. They described the area as
plastic, a hodgepodge and sterile. They said it lacked
livability, civilization, community, neighborhood, and
even a soul.
- Edge City: Life on the new Frontier
Joel Garreau, 1991
The values expected to those suburbs, livability,
community and neighborhood, is very similar to the new
community concept of the 1970's.
2.3 Reorganization into Polynuceated City Structure
As discussed in the previous section, the continuous
decentralization of firms into the suburbs and the consequent
rise of edge cities turned those suburbs into the major
destination of work trips made by suburban residents. The
national transportation survey results reflect this change of
commuting patterns following the alteration of the role of the
suburbs. The results of the NPTS (Nationwide Personal
Transportation Study) surveys of 1977 and 1983-84, for the
SMSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area) with a
population of more than 3 million, are summarized below
(Table 2.5).
According to the table, percent increase in total trip
volumes for suburban residents is twice as much as that of
residents in the central city. Those increased trip volumes in
both work/non-work categories for suburban residents are
mainly attributable to the increased trip volumes for the entire
[Table 251 Percent Change in Trip Vokines between 1977 and
1983-84 for the SMSA with a Population of More than 3
Million
Place of Residence:
Entire SMSA
Inside Central City
Outside Central City
Total
22.4
14.4
27.1
Work
7.2
-7.4
17.2
Non-Work
27.7
22.9
30.4
Source: Beyond the Journey to Work, Peter Gordon et al., 1988
Peter Gordon et al. pointed out that this trend was the
result of "the continued spatial decentralization of both firms
and households, which permit travel economies for suburban
residents in the larger cities" (Gordon, Kumar and Richardson,
1989). Gordon et al. further analyzed this trend with the
average daily person trips by trip purpose and place of residence
(Table 2.6). They found that "there was a remarkable increase
in non-work travel concentrated in the 'family and personal' and
SMSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area).
the 'social and recreational' categories" and that "this growth
was stronger for suburban residents because of the trip cost
savings led by the more efficient settlement patterns" (Gordon,
Kumar and Richardson, 1988). Their findings affirmed the
changing role of the suburbs from the places of living and
commuting to the various activity centers.
[Table 2.61 Percent Change in Average Daily Person Trips by
Tip Purpose and PIsae of Resdence between 1977 and 1983-84
Trip Purpose:
Work
" Work
- Work-Related
Non-Work
" Family/Personal
" Civil/Educational
- Social/Recreational
Others
Entire
SMSA
3.8
11.1
-37.5
52.3
56
41.7
54.3
-76.4
Inside
Central City
-8.3
-7.1
-16.7
48.4
50
66.7
33.3
-84.6
Outside
Central City
8.8
16.7
-33.3
59.2
66.1
32
66.7
-75
Those two trends, the increased trip volumes for
suburban residents in both work/non-work categories and the
diversified activities among them, suggest that the suburbs
acquire extra competitiveness through the alteration of their role
led by the continued decentralization of firms and the subsequent
rise of edge cities. They justify the assumption that those
suburbs will be clustered around edge cities and whole
metropolitan areas will be reorganized into the polynucleated
city structure once illustrated by Michael C. Romanos (Figure
2.1). A proper growth policy might be necessary for these
reorganization processes.
Source: Beyond the Journey to Work, Peter Gordon et al., 1988
IFigure 2.11 Reorganirtion Proess into the Polynuceated City Stiructure
Fist Stage
(Pre-Word War II):
Single employment concentration
causes bidding for central locations and
higher densities toward the center.
Secon Stage
(st-Wodd War H to 1980):
Suburban migration of households and
industry reverses the pattern and causes
sprawl and secondary suburban nuclei.
Tin sfige
(Suggested Future Development):
Energy conservation causes more
compact development around the
suburban nuclei, with lower densities in
the areas between the centers.
Source: Energy-Price Effect on Metropolitan Spatial Structure and Form, M.C. Romanos, 1978
Chapter 3.
Energy Conservation through
Polynucleated City Structure
3.1 Physical Form-Energy Conservation Link
The physical form of the built environment and levels
of energy consumption are closely related. The suburbanization
of households begun in the 1950's was attributable to cheap
fuel for automobiles. This dispersed settlement pattern, on the
other hand, turned the U.S. into an energy intensive society.
Newman and Kenworhty confirmed the notion of the physical
form-energy conservation link through their international
comparison of gasoline consumption. They concluded that
"land use patterns are more important for energy consumption
than income levels, gasoline prices or the size of cars"
(Newman and Kenworthy, 1989).
Given that the physical form of the built environment
is the product of planning, planners must be responsible to
expected energy consumption as well as the built form. Susan
E. Owens discussed the planners' role in relation to the physical
form-energy conservation link in her recent paper published as
the collection of works, Energy, Land and Public Policy.
If land use planning is intended to influence the
evolution of spatial structure, it must be legitimate for
planners to be concerned with energy supply, demand
and conservation. Planners should be aware of the
energy implications of alternative development
policies, should include energy efficiency among their
objectives, and may be able to make a more positive
contribution to energy planning through urban design
which is compatible with particular supply and
conservation options.
-Land Use Planning for Energy Efficiency,
Susan E. Owens, 1990
Since the current edge city phenomenon potentially
alters the spatial structure of metropolitan areas, there is a
possibility of leading energy sensitive settlement patterns
which permit several energy conservation options such as the
CHP (Combined Heat and Power) scheme and public
transportation. The physical form-energy conservation
scenarios developed in the 1970's give perspective for the search
of alternative paths of reorganization. They are generally
categorized as a reversed trend of centralization, decentralized
concentration and continuous decentralization in terms of size
and location. Among these physical form-energy conservation
scenarios, the scenario presented by Romanos is worth
examination because its urban model resembles the expected
form of the U.S. metropolitan areas led by the edge city
phenomenon.
3.2 Enegy Conervadon thMough Polynudented CIty St r
"The energy crises of the 1970's stimulated
considerable interest in the energy/spatial structure relationship
and in the potential contribution of land use planning to energy
conservation" (Owens, 1990). Some researchers predicted the
future energy shortfall and developed their own physical form-
energy conservation scenarios immediately after these energy
crises. They discussed the fact that regulations of the
government and economic incentives such as higher energy
prices urged energy conservation in the residential and transport
sectors as well as in the industrial sector, which resulted in
reorganization of the urban spatial structure into energy
sensitive settlement patterns. Romanos described this trend in
his 1978 publication.
The suddenness of the energy crisis and its severe
effects during the 1973-1975 period illustrate how
little is actually known about the relationship of
energy utilization to such important factors as the
present and future patterns of land use, transport, and
urban growth. These effects also explain the current
speculation in the field of planning concerning these
questions.
- Energy-Price Effect on Metropolitan Spatial
Structure and Form, M.C. Romanos, 1978
Beginning with the modest phrase, "although energy
alone may not be a powerful enough factor to make dramatic
land use changes possible", Romanos himself predicted that
"across-the-board increases in energy prices, combined with the
on-going process of employment relocation from the central
city to the suburban ring of metropolitan areas, could lead to
major, and potentially more energy conserving spatial
reorganizations" (Romanos, 1978). He further analysed with
the decision making model of the residential location by
households and concluded that "this reorganization is to take the
form of a multinucleated urban system with a number of strong
urban nuclei playing the role of employment centers for the
suburban residential area surrounding them" (Romanos, 1978).
The scenario sounds valid in theory, however, it is
vulnerable to criticism because of its assumption that the effect
of the price of fuel on a family budget is a significant enough
incentive to urge reorganization into closer proximity between
residential areas and employment locations. Owens pointed out
the potential uncertainties of the scenario.
There are major uncertainties about the potential
energy advantage of this kind of spatial structure.
These arise from the simple fact that travel is a derived
demand, and that reducing travel and transport energy
requirements may involve costs in terms of amenity or
in terms of access to a range of jobs and services: what
really matters is how individuals trade off these
different costs against each other. -If travel costs
pose only a minimum deterrent, this pattern may be
more energy intensive than concentration, because of
the potentially large amount of cross-commuting and
other travel.
- Land Use Planning for Energy Efficiency,
Susan E. Owens, 1990
Kenneth A. Small also counter-argued against the
physical form-energy conservation scenario and presented
various energy-saving mechanisms such as multi-purpose trips,
carpooling, increased automobile fuel efficiency and retrofit of
existing buildings. He discussed that "the use of such
mechanisms would greatly reduce the impact of scarcity upon
other aspects of life, including intra- and inter- urban location",
and continued "Given the strength of the forces underlying
recent migration patterns, these patterns may be relatively
unaffected by energy scarcity" (Small, 1980).
Considering the present situation of the U.S., Small
was correct in his discussion of the behavioral changes against
energy scarcity. The recent change in urban spatial structure,
the decentralization of firms into the suburbs and the consequent
rise of edge cities, occurred due to the requirement of additional
space for processing, the need for proximity to the suburban
labor pool and better accessibility to regional markets. None of
these reasons represent energy scarcity.
However, if the polynucleated city structure is led by a
growth policy and planning control instead of the economic
incentive of the energy price increase, the scenario presented by
Romanos would become more viable. Restating the scenario
with some modification, it would be the statement that an
appropriate growth policy, combined with the on-going process
of employment relocation from the central city to the suburban
ring of metropolitan areas, could lead to major, and potentially
more energy conserving spatial reorganizations.
This reorganization of metropolitan areas into the
polynucleated city structure, under a proper growth policy,
might provide benefits in terms of energy conservation. They
might conserve energy in the transport sector through reduced
work trip length, and also in the residential/industrial sector
through utilization of the CHP (Combined Heat and Power)
scheme supported by heterogeneous land use configuration and
higher density. Romanos suggested other benefits which went
beyond energy conservation.
The emerging urban spatial structure checks and
controls sprawl, and allows a more rational use of
land. In addition, the development of relatively
dominant suburban employment centers will generate
more regular commuting patterns, which are a
prerequisite for the development of reliable and
efficient systems of public transportation. -
Provided that the transportation component of that
organization functions properly, dependence on private
automobiles would be reduced, and alternatives such as
car pools could become more feasible.
-Energy-Price Effects on Metropolitan Spatial
Structure and Form, M.C. Romanos, 1978
33 New Town Scheme as Growth Policy Alternative
As discussed in the previous section, physical form-
energy conservation scenario presented by Romanos increases
its validity if combined with an appropriate growth policy
which will urge reorganization into closer proximity between
residential areas and employment locations. In addition, the
current edge city phenomenon provides a good environment for
the application of the scenario because it potentially forms the
quasi-autonomous urban unit which permits various activities
from living and working to shopping and finding entertainment.
The scheme once used for the new town developments
in Britain and in the U.S. seems to be an appropriate growth
policy for reorganizing metropolitan areas into the
polynucleated city structure which consists of a metropolitan
core area and clustered self-contained communities surrounding
it. Given that the edge cities continue their growth under the
new town scheme, they might attract workers to settle in closer
proximity to their employment locations, form residential areas
surrounding them and stimulate regular short-distance
commuting flows from these residential areas. This movement
is expected under naturai conditions, however, undesirable
suburban sprawl might result at the same time in the absence of
a growth policy and planning control.
The communities formed as a result of the new town
scheme are expected to serve energy conservation in three
respects. First, by insuring closer proximity between
residential areas and employment locations, they will reduce the
long-distance commuting requirement. Second, by stimulating
more regular commuting flows from residential areas, they will
allow the operation of public transport and lessen the
dominance of private transport within the communities.
Finally, by leading heterogeneous land use configuration, which
generates less fluctuated on-site energy demand, they will
guarantee the high performance of cogeneration systems and
adopt the CHP (Combined Heat and Power) scheme. Among
these, the first two respects suggest energy conservation in the
transport sector and the last suggests energy conservation in the
residential/ industrial sector.
The hypothesis presented above -- that the new town
scheme will urge reorganization of U.S. metropolitan areas into
the urban form which better serves energy conservation, stands
up the following two assumptions. First, the new town
scheme will stimulate closer proximity between residential
areas and employment locations. Second, the new town scheme
will lessen the dominance of private transport.
In order to examine validity of the assumptions and to
find out the planning values of the new town scheme which
lead to these characteristics of closer residence-workplace
proximity and lesser private transport dependency, some
existing new towns might be evaluated by comparing them
with otherwise similar but unplanned conventional towns. The
observation of travel behavior among employed residents in the
new and conventional towns seems the effective way to reveal
correlations between those characteristics and planning values.
Chapter 4.
Evaluation of New Town Scheme
as Growth Policy
4.1 Research Design with Britu New Towns
To evaluate the new town scheme as a growth policy
alternative, British new towns provide ideal sets of examples.
British new towns were created under the direct management of
the New Town Corporations, temporary government agencies
which were superimposed on the existing local government
structure, and thus they were developed with a simple and
identified policy. The British New Towns Program was
promoted as a part of the national policy of land use control and
much effort had been spent on planned balances such as social
integration and matching between local jobs and housing. By
1992, twenty-three new towns had been completed in England
and Wales and another five new towns in Scotland are to be
completed by 1999.
OPCS (Office of Population Censuses and Surveys)
has decennially published complete individual data sets for those
new towns in the form of the New Towns Report. The latest
New Towns Report available was published in 1983 based on
the 1981 census data. In that period, some of the first and
second generation new towns (Mark I and Mark II Towns)
started their natural growth led by the dissolution of their New
Town Corporations and had passed almost a generation after
their initial occupancy. These trends set very good
circumstances for the research in the sense that the samples had
been well matured, were less affected by extensive political
control and allowed proper evaluation of socio-economic values
of those British new towns.
This analysis focuses on the seven overspill new
towns on the periphery of Greater London, so as to avoid
problems of regional differences in the economy or public
policy. They are Hemel Hempstead, Welwyn + Hatfield,
Harlow, Stevenage, Basildon, Crawley and Bracknell, which are
located within a thirty miles radius of the Central City of
London. Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield are combined and
counted as one sample Welwyn + Hatfield because their
neighboring locations make them interdependent.
With the advice of OPCS (Office of Population
Censuses and Surveys) planners, five conventional towns,
which are categorized as mixed urban-rural or industrial towns,
with similar population sizes and area boundaries as those of
new towns were selected for a comparative purpose. Following
the Census Local Authority Areas Subdivision, those five
conventional towns are defined as Epsom and Ewell, Slough,
Watford, Castle Point and Gillingham. The geographical
locations of those twelve towns (seven new towns plus paired
five conventional towns) are plotted using the subdivision maps
of Census County Reports (Figure 4.1).
Primary data sets for those twelve towns, including
physical descriptions and demographics as of 1981, are
summarized (Table 4.1 & Table 4.2). To show the difference
between the new and conventional towns, the mean values and
standard deviations of the area size and entire population for
each group of towns are extracted from these data sets (Table
4.3). A mean comparison is also carried out using the t-
statistics calculated from those values given in the table.
[Table 4.31 Difference in General Characteristics between the
New and the Conventional Towns
Area Size (Acre):
New Town
Conventional Town
Entire Population:
New Town
Conventional Town
Mean Comparison:
Area Size
Entire Population
Mean Value
6,061
7,915
Mean Value
72,914
83,460
t-Statistic
-2.036
-1.49
Standard Deviation
1,265
1,909
Standard Deviation
12,848
10,798
Evaluation
Not Significant
Not Significant
Source: Census 1981, England and Wales
Although both the area size and entire population of
conventional towns are larger than those of new towns due to
their generally larger administrative subdivisions, those samples
Source: Census County Reports
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[Table 4.11 Primary Data Set for the New Towns as of 1981
Hemel Hempetead Welwyn+ Hatfield Hadow Stevenage Basildon Crawley Bracknell Mean Value Standard Deviation
General Description
Coumy Hertfordshire Hertfordshire Essex Hertfordshire Essex West Sussex Berishire
Category New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town
Year Designated-Disolved 1947- 1962 1948- 1966 1947- 1980 1946- 1980 1949- 1985 1947- 1962 1949- 1982
Physical Description
1. Distance from the Ceral
City of London (M) 23 20 23 29 25 28 28 25 3
2. Area Size (Act*) 5,973 6,661 6,390 6,247 7,812 6,042 3,301 6,061 1,265
Demographics
1. Entire Population 76,700 65,400 79,200 73,900 94, 72,200 48,700 72,914 12,848
2. Number of Employed -
Residents 37,120 32,200 38,510 35,300 41,310 38,060 23,940 35,206 5,291
3. Number of Households
in Community 27,000 _ 23,500 27,250 25,560 32,070 25,050 17,130 25,366 4,185
4. Number of On-Site Jobs 33,530 32,580 36,160 34,210 42,710 39,450 25,340 34,854 5,105
Source: Census 1981, England and Wales
ITable 4.21 Primary Data Set for the Conventional Towns as of 1981
Epsorn and Ewell Slouph Watford Castle Point Oillingina Mean Value Standard Deviation
General Description
County Suney Berkshire Hertfordshire Essex Kent
Category Mixed-Urban Rural Industrial Mixed Urban-Rural Mixed Urban-Rural Mixed Urban-Rural
Year Designated-Dissolved
Physical Descrption
1. Distance from the Central
City of London (MI) 13 22 17 30 29 22 7
2. Area Size (Ace) 8,422 6,807 5,294 11,054 8,000 7,915 1,909
Demographics
1. Entire Population 68,500 96,700 73,900 85,300 92,900 83,460 10,798
2. Number of Employed --
Residents 31,600 46,090 34,670 35,740 40,980 37,816 5,125
3. Number of Households -
in Community 24,000 33,200 26,700 30,000 32,600 29,300 3,505
4.Number of On-Site Jobs 23,170 59,620 42,120 17,840 25,190 33,588 15,346
Source: Census 1981. England and Wales
are still within a comparative range according to the result of
mean comparison.
In order to translate the characteristics of those British
towns into planning terms, the primary data sets shown on the
previous pages, made up of gender and occupational distinctions
and car ownership data, are converted into socio-economic
factors. They are the population density, distance from the
central city, percentage of employed residents among entire
population, percent share of male/female/managerial workers in
employed residents, job per housing ratio, number of workers
per household and percentage of household with at least one
car/two or more cars. For the new towns, the designated
population density is calculated instead of the real population
density to exclude the effect of the level of development. The
observed journey to work trends of employed residents,
percentage of employed residents who work locally (within the
community) and percentage of employed residents who work in
GLA (Greater London Areas), as well as socio-economic factors
of those twelve towns are shown on the next two pages (Table
4.4 and Table 4.5).
Scanning the differences in the attitudes of employed
residents to living close to work between the new and
conventional towns, a mean comparison is done with the mean
values and standard deviations of percentage of employed
residents who work within the community and percentage of
employed residents who work in GLA (Table 4.6).
[Table 461 Difference in the Attitude to Living Close to Work
between the New and the Conventional Towns
% Working Locally:
New Town
Conventional Town
% Working in GLA:
New Town
Conventional Town
Mean Value
63.0
49.0
Mean Value
11.1
24.9
Standard Deviation
5.6
11.7
Standard Deviation
3.9
12.4
(Continued to the Next Page)
[Table 4.41 Planning Values for the New Towns as of 1981
Hornet Hempstead Welwyn + Hatfield Harlow Stevenage Basildon Crawley Bracknell Mean Value Standard Deviation
Design Factors
New/Conventional Town New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town
Physical Characteristics
Designated Population Density 13.5 11.9 14.1 16.8 17.1 14.4 11.7 14.2 2.0
Distance frm the Central City 23 20 23 29 25 28 28 25 3.1
Socio-Econonic Characteristics
% Employed Residents 48.4 49.3 48.7 47.8 43.8 52.7 49.2 48.6 2.4
Smre of Male Workers 58.5 58.4 59.5 59.3 60.3 58.4 58.8 59.0 0.7
Share of Feale Workers 41.5 41.6 40.5 40.7 39.7 41.6 41.2 41.0 0.7
Share of Managerial Workers 11.7 11 9 10 8.4 9.6 11.3 10.1 1.1
Job per Housing Ratio 1.24 1.39 1.33 1.34 1.33 1.57 1.48 1.38 0.10
Workers per Household 1.37 1.37 1.41 1.38 1.29 1.52 1.4 1.39 0.06
% Car Ownership 72.2 68 68.7 67.4 62.9 72.6 70.4 68.9 3.1
Two or More Cars NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Observed Results
Employed Residents Working Locally 61.2 53.9 70.3 66.8 58.3 69.3 61.4 63.0 5.6
% of Male Workers 53.6 44.1 62 58.6 50 63.9 55.4 55.4 6.4
% of Female Workers 71.8 67.6 82.5 78.7 71.1 76.9 70 74.1 5.0
Employed Residents Working in OLA 11 10.3 12.2 7.8 19.9 7.5 8.7 11.1 3.9
Source: Census 1981, England and Wales
[Table 4.51 Planning Values for the Conventional Towns as of 1981
Epsom and Ewell Slough Watford Castle Point Oillingamn Mean Value Standard Deviation
Design Factors
New/Conventional Towns Conventional Conventional Conventional Conventional Conventional
Physical Characteristics
Population Dersity 8.1 14.2 14 7.7 11.6 11.1 2.8
Distance from the CentmA City 13 22 17 30 29 22 6.6
Socio-Econornic Characteristics
% Enployed Residents 46.1 47.7 46.9 41.9 44.1 45.3 2.1
Share of Male Worken 58.6 60.4 603 63.5 642 61.4 2.1
Share of Female Workers 41.4 39.6 39.7 36.5 35.8 38.6 2.1
Share of Maragrial Workers 11.2 7.5 9.3 10.8 8.7 9.5 1.4
Job per Housing Ratio 0.97 1.8 1.58 0.59 0.77 1.14 0.47
Workers per Household 1.32 1.39 1.3 1.19 1.26 1.29 0.07
% Car Ownership 76.5 65.6 65.7 74.6 65.9 69.7 4.8
Two or More Can 25.7 17.7 18.6 21.8 15.1 19.8 3.7
Observed Results
Employed Residents Working Locally 41.6 68.2 56.4 35.9 43.1 49.0 11.7
% of Male Workers 33.5 62.8 48.7 28.6 36.5 42.0 12.3
% of Female Workers 53 76.5 68 48.5 55.1 60.2 10.4
Employed Residents Working in OLA 48.4 15 203 25.4 15.2 24.9 12.4
Source: Census 1981, England and Wales
(Continued from the Previous Page)
Mean Comparison:
% Working Locally
% Working in GLA
t-Statistic
2.788
-2.804
Evaluation
Significant
Significant
Source: Census 1981, England and Wales
From this mean comparison, it can be said that there
is a greater tendency for employed residents in the new towns to
work within their own communities and to rely less on the
central city than those in the conventional towns. Those new
towns are very similar in terms of the journey to work trends of
employed residents, judging from their rather small standard
deviations in the two variables compared with the mean values.
This trend might be explained by availability of on-site jobs,
population of second wage earners, social balance among
employed residents and so on.
Allowing the statistical analyses between socio-
economic factors and the observed journey to work trends, the
mean values and standard deviations of these dependent and
explanatory variables for the new and conventional towns are
extracted from the previous tables (Table 4.1 through Table 4.5
except Table 4.3) and are given on the following page (Table
4.7). The coefficient of variations and t-statistics are further
calculated from these mean values and standard deviations to
show the distribution of samples in each group of towns and
differences between the new and conventional towns. The table
includes the modal split among employed residents for the
referential purpose, which is to be discussed later in this
chapter.
According to the table, there are not significant
differences between the new and conventional towns in some
socio-economic factors such as the distance from the central
city, percent share of managerial workers in employed residents,
job per housing ratio and percentage of household with at least
one car. The differences in the population density, percentage
of employed residents among the entire population, number of
[Table 4.71 Difference In the Planning Values between the New and Conventional Towns as of 1981
New Towns _____________ Conventional Towns t-Statistic Evaluation
Coeiticient or Uoettitcent of
Mean Value Standard Deviation Vanation (x/s) Mean Value Standard Deviation Vanation (xis)
General Characteristics
Area Size 6,061 1,265 20.9 7,915 1,909 24.1 -2.036 Not Signif. Different
Entire Population 72,914 12,848 17.6 83,460 10,798 12.9 -1.49 Not Signif. Different
Design Factors
Population Density 14.2 2 14.1 11.1 2.8 25.2 2.25 Signif. Different
Distance from the Central City 25 3.1 12.4 22 6.6 30.0 1.064 Not Signif. Different
% Employed Residents 48.6 2.4 4.9 45.3 2.1 4.6 2.466 Signif. Different
Share of Managerial Workers 10.1 1.1 10.9 9.5 1.4 14.7 0.834 Not Signif. Different
Job per Housing Ratio 1.38 0.1 7.2 1.14 0.47 41.2 1.334 Not Signif. Different
Workers per Household 1.39 0.06 4.3 1.29 0.07 5.4 2.661 Signif. Different
% Car Ownership 68.9 3.1 4.5 69.7 4.8 6.9 -0353 Not Signif. Different
Observed Results
Employed Residents Working Locally 63 5.6 8.9 49 11.7 23.9 2.788 Signif. Different
Employed Residers Working in GLA 11.1 3.9 35.1 24.9 12.4 49.8 -2.804 Signif. Different
Modal Split amorg Employed Residents
% Use of Transit 17.9 4.6 25.7 21 5.5 26.2 -1.063 Not Signif. Different
% Use of Car 56 3.1 5.5 53.5 2.2 4.1 1.538 Not Signif. Different
%Use of Other Mode 26.1 3.5 13.4 25.5 6 23.5 0.22 
NotSignif. Different
workers per household and observed journey to work trends of
employed residents is statistically significant. Rather small
values of the coefficient of variations, except those of the job
per housing ratio and percentage of employed residents who
work in Greater London areas of the conventional towns, show
the similarity among each group of towns. Therefore, those
sample towns are considered controlled by socio-economic
factors other than the population density, percentage of
employed residents among entire population and number of
workers per household.
Since the structure of the journey to work trend cannot
be simply explained by one socio-economic determinant, the
multivariate regression analysis with these uncontrolled
variables of socio-economic factors might be the appropriate
statistical method from which to draw comprehensive results.
As the sample size of twelve is still a small number for the
analysis, the process of the multivariate regression analysis
must be repeated using the stepwise method until the model
best fits to the samples. To further examine the effect of other
variables on the observed journey to work trends as well as the
decennial changes, data sets for the twelve towns as of 1971 are
made up from the census tables (see Appendix 1).
To prepare the statistical analysis later in this chapter,
the mean values and standard deviations of the dependent and
explanatory variables for the new and conventional towns as of
1971 are summarized (Table 4.8). A mean comparison is also
carried out using the t-statistics. Although the differences
between the new and the conventional towns in some variables,
the entire population and percentage of household with at least
one car, are greater than that of 1981, they are still within a
comparative range and are considered controlled. Consequently,
there are not significant differences in socio-economic factors
other than the population density and workers per household.
According to the observed journey to work trends in
the table, the percentage of employed residents who work in
Greater London areas shows the wider distribution of values
[Table 4.81 Difference in the Planning Values between the New and Conventional Towns as of 1971
New Towns Conventional Towns t-Statistic Evaluation
Coerincient of Coffcient Of
Mean Value Standard Deviation Vanation (x/s) Mean Value Standard Deviation Variation (x/s)
General Characteristics
Area Size 6,061 1,265 20.9 7,915 1,909 24.1 -2.036 Not Signif. Different
Entire Population 65,027 13,646 21.0 78,210 8,589 11.0 -1.894 Not Signif. Different
Design Factors
Population Density 14.2 2 14.1 10.6 3 28.3 2.51 Signif. Different
Distance from the Central City 25 3.1 12.4 22 6.6 30.0 1.064 Not Signif. Different
% Employed Residents 48.1 2.3 4.8 46.3 3.5 7.6 1.082 Not Signif. Different
Share of Managerial Workers 4 1.5 37.5 4 1 25.0 0 Not Signif. Different
Job per Housing Ratio 1.57 0.19 12.1 1.24 0.67 54.0 1.256 Not Signif. Different
Workers per Household 1.56 0.07 4.5 1.37 0.12 8.8 3.48 Signif. Different
% Car Ownership 64.8 3.3 5.1 61.9 6.2 10.0 1.058 Not Signif. Different
Observed Results
Employed Residents Working Locally 73 9.3 12.7 50.3 16.4 32.6 3.07 Signif. Different
Employed Residerts Working inOLA 7.3 3.5 47.9 23.3 14.1 60.5 -2.932 Signif. Different
Modal Split amnag Employed Residents
% Use of Transit 22.8 5.4 23.7 30.3 5.8 19.1 -2302 Signif. Different
% Use of Car 46.3 2.8 6.0 39.6 2.5 6.3 4.263 Signif. Different
% Use of Other Mode 30.9 4.3 13.9 30.1 8 26.6 0.226 Not Signif. Different
among each group of towns while the other variable of
percentage of employed residents who work within the
community seems to be consistent. It can also be said that the
tendency for employed residents in the new towns to work
within their own communities and to rely less on the central
city is greater than that of the 1981 samples. This trend might
be explained by the planning control over some socio-economic
factors by the New Town Corporations.
One of the assumptions made in the previous chapter -
- that the new town scheme will stimulate closer proximity
between residential areas and employment locations, is
empirically confirmed by the results derived from the mean
comparison between the new and conventional towns. The
other assumption -- that the new town scheme will lessen the
dominance of private transport is to be examined later in this
chapter considering the influence of planning values of the new
town scheme on the modal split among employed residents to
journey to work. In the following sections of this chapter, the
planning values of the new town scheme, in terms of closer
residence-workplace proximity and lesser private transport
dependency, are investigated in order to bring out those
planning values of the new town scheme in practical terms.
4.2 Evaluation of New Town Scheme
In order to investigate the planning values of the new
town scheme, a multivariate regression analysis based on the
general linear model is carried out using two sets of decennial
census data for those twelve towns (as of 1971 and 1981). The
analysis takes uncontrolled socio-economic factors as its
explanatory variables and the primary observed journey to work
trends of the percentage of employed residents who work within
the community as its dependent variable. The dummy variable
is added to the analysis in order to evaluate the effects of
unknown factors which distinguish the new towns from the
conventional towns such as the planned access to highway, land
use configuration and social benefit to live and work within the
same community.
Although the sample size of twelve is a rather small
number for the analysis, the process of the multivariate
regression analysis is repeated using the stepwise method. The
absolute values of the t-statistics for all explanatory variables
are designed to exceed the values given in the t-distribution
tables with a 0.025 level of significance and therefore
probabilities are designed to fall below 0.025. The tolerances
of the variables are also intended to be above 0.01 to avoid the
cross-relations among those explanatory variables. Much
attention is paid to the adjusted multivariate coefficient of
determination and F-statistic in order to select the proper models
for the correlations between those dependent and explanatory
variables.
The result of the multivariate regression analysis with
the 1981 sample data is shown on the next page (Table 4.9 and
Table 4.10). The general linear model fits the samples best
when it regresses with explanatory variables of the population
density and number of workers per household. The adjusted
multivariate coefficient of determination of 0.883 and F-statistic
of 42.7 indicates a consistency of the model to the samples.
The relationship between the dependent variable and individual
[Table 4.91 Result of the Multivariate Regression Analysis (1981 Samples)
Sample Size: 12
General Linear Model:
Dependent Variable: % Employed Residents Working Locally
Regression blandard birrr blandardized
Explanatory Variables: Coefficient of Coefficiert Coetticient Tolerance t-statistic Probability
Contant -78.32 19.34 0 -41)76 0.003
B1(Popudation Denaity) 2.084 0.4551 0.526 0.802 4.578 0.001
82(Workers per Household) 80.816 15.7 0.592 0.802 5.147 0.001
Fit of the Model:
Adjusted Multivariate Coefficient of Deermination- 0.883
F-Statistic: 42.7 (>5.71) ... The relationship between "Dependent Variable" and individual "Explanatory Variables" is statistically significant.
[Table 4.10] Result of the Multivariate Regression Analysis with the Dummy Variable (1981 Samples)
Sample Size: 12
General Linear Model:
Dependent Variable: % Employed Residents Working Locally SliiaFIErro MI ieU
Explanatory Variables: Coefcient of Coetticient Coetticient Tolerance t-statisic Probability
Coastanl -83.315 26.111 0 -3191 0.013
01(Population Density) 2.139 0.521 0.54 0.682 4.106 0.003
B2(Workers per Household) 83.323 18.909 0.61 0.616 4.406 0.002
63(Dumy) 0.915 3.323 0.041 0.54 0275 0.79
Fit of the Model:
.. model is inappropriate due to the lower "t-Statistic" and the higher "Probability" of "Dummy Variable'.
explanatory variables is also statistically significant. Similar
values of the standardized coefficients for those two explanatory
variables suggest that the population density and number of
workers per household have equally positive effects on the
preference of employed residents to live and work within the
same community.
According to the lower t-statistic of 0.275 and higher
probability of 0.79 of the dummy variable, the effects of
unknown factors on the observed journey to work trends are
considered small and negligible. Therefore, it can be said that
the planning values of the new town scheme, in terms of closer
residence-workplace proximity, do not consist in their specific
features of the planned access to highway, land use
configuration and social benefits to living and working within
the same community, but in the higher population density and
higher number of workers per household.
To confirm the correlation between these socio-
economic factors and the observed journey to work trends, a
multivariate regression analysis with the 1971 sample data is
carried out following the same statistical procedures. Again,
the t-statistics and probabilities for explanatory variables are set
to satisfy a 0.025 level of significance and tolerances are
designed to exceed 0.01. The result of this multivariate
regression analysis with the 1971 sample data is given on the
following page (Table 4.11 and Table 4.12).
The correlation between the dependent and explanatory
variables for the 1971 samples is consistent with that of the
1981 samples. The model shows the best fit to the samples
when it regresses with those two variables of the population
density and number of workers per household. The higher
values in both the adjusted multivariate coefficient of
determination of 0.908 and F-statistic of 55.356 suggest closer
correlation between the dependent and those explanatory
variables as well as appropriateness of the model. According to
the standardized coefficients, the effect of the number of workers
per household is slightly stronger than that of the population
[Table 4.111 Result of the Multivariate Regression Analysis (1971 Samples)
Sample Size: 12
General Unear Model:
Dependent Varale: % ploed Residents Working Locally
Explanao Variables: Coetticient of Coefficient Coetticient Tolerance t-Statistic Probability
Constant -95332 17.654 0 -5.4 0
81(Populadon Density) 2.214 0.596 0.399 0.725 3.714 0.005
02(Works per Household) 83.121 13.701 0.691 0.725 6.432 0
Fit of the Model
Adjusted Multivaiate Coefficient of Detarmination: 0.908
F-Statistic: 55356 (> 5.71) ... The relationship between " Depeadet Variable" and individual "Explanaory Variables" is sttistically significant.
[Table 4.121 Result of the Multivarlate Regression Analysis with the Dummy Variable (1971 Samples)
Sample Size: 12
General Linear Model:
Dependent Variable: % Employed Residents Working Locally
Regression btand arr blanardized
Explanatory Variables: Coetticient of Coefficient Coetticient Toleance t-Statistic Probability
Constant -113A8 26.073 0 -436 0.002
BI(Population Density) 2.436 0.642 0.439 0.63 3.795 0.005
62(Workers per Household) 97.301 16.758 0.762 0.489 5.806 0
53(Dumy) 4.555 4.745 0.133 0.442 0.96 0365
Fit of the Model:
... The model is inappropriate due to the lower "t-Statistic" and the higher "Probability" of "Dummy Variabia".
density, which might be explained by the decline of the number
of workers per household in the 1970's due to the aging of the
communities. Judging from the lower t-statistic of 0.96 and
higher probability of 0.365 of the dummy variable, unknown
factors also do not affect the observed journey to work trends.
In order to examine the effect of controlled variables in
the former analysis, changes in values of both socio-economic
factors and the observed journey to work trends between 1971
and 1981 are calculated (see Appendix 2). The mean
comparison between the new and conventional towns in these
variables might be meaningless because the conventional towns
themselves vary in those variables. A multivariate regression
analysis between those socio-economic factors and the
dependent variable of the percentage of employed residents who
work within the community is carried out instead, using the
stepwise method.
The result of this multivariate regression analysis is
given on the following page (Table 4.13 and Table 4.14). The
general linear model best fits to the samples when it regresses
with explanatory variables of the population density and job per
housing ratio. The adjusted multivariate coefficient of
determination of 0.742 and F-statistic of 16.846 indicate the
consistency of the model to the samples. The greater value in
the standardized coefficient of the job per housing ratio implies
its larger effect on the preference of employed residents to live
and work within the same community. Among those twelve
towns, some conventional towns successfully prevented the
loss in the percentage of employed residents who work within
the community due to the increased population density and least
change of the job per housing ratio. Unknown factors
represented by the dummy variable do not affect the change in
the attitude to living close to work, judging from the lower t-
statistic of 1.846 and higher probability of 0.102 of the dummy
variable in the table.
It is concluded at this point that the attitude to living
close to work is influenced by three socio-economic factors, the
[Table 4.131 Result of the Multivariate Regression Analysis (Decennial Changes)
Sample Size: 12
General Linear Model:
Dependent Variable: % Employed Residents Workirg Locally
Regresaton bandard Error standardized
Explariatory Vanables: Coetticient of Coetticient Coefficient Tolerance t-static Probability
Constant -3221 1.431 0 -225 0.051
Bi(Population Density) 5.761 1.873 0.471 1 3.077 0.013
B2(Job per Housing Ratio) 29.451 6.029 0.748 1 4.884 0.001
Fit of the Model:
Adjusted Multivadate Coefficient of Determinatior 0.742
F-Statistic: 16.846 (> 5.71) ... The relationship between "Dependent Variable" and individual "Explanatory Variables" is statistically significant.
[Table 4.141 Result of the Multivariate Regression Analysis with the Dummy Variable (Decennial Changes)
Sample Size: 12
General Linear Model:
Dependent Variable: % Employed Residents Working Locally _________ 
________ 
_________
Kegression blndardEo badaized
Explanatory variables: Coetficient of Coetticient Coetticient Tolerance t-statistic Probability
Constant -4999 1.595 0 -3134 0.014
B1(Popuiation Density) 3.959 1.928 0.324 0.744 2.053 0.074
B2(Job per Housing Ratio) 26246 5.629 0.666 0.905 4.662 0.002
33(Dummy) 4.081 2.21 0.303 0.688 1.846 0.102
Fit of the Model:
... The model is inappropriate due to the lower "t-Statistic" and the higher "Probability" of both " Density" and "Dummy Variable".
population density, job per housing ratio and number of
workers per household. The first two factors are controllable by
planning, but the number of workers per household is
unpredictable. In the case of British new towns studied in this
chapter, they hold the larger percentage of employed residents
who work within the community due to the higher values in
the designated population density and job per housing ratio as
well as the other determinant of the number of workers per
household. However, demographic changes in the communities
which consequently reduced the values of those factors resulted
in a decline in the percentage of employed residents who work
within the community. Some specific design features of the
new towns (i.e. planned access to highway, land use
configuration and social benefit to live and work within the
same community) do not work effectively on the attitude of
employed residents to living close to work.
4.3 New Town Design Effect on Modal Split of Journey to
Work Trnch
As discussed in the previous section, the higher values
in some socio-economic factors, the population density, job per
housing ratio and number of workers per household, encourage
the tendency of employed residents to live close to work or at
least prevent the loss in the percentage of employed residents
who work within the community so long as they are properly
controlled. They are considered the planning values of the new
town scheme in terms of the self-containment of the
community. In order to examine the influence of those socio-
economic determinants on the modal split of the journey to
work trends among employed residents and presumably lesser
private transport dependency in the new towns, some statistical
analyses are carried out using two sets of decennial census data
for the twelve British towns.
The mean values and standard deviations of the modal
split among employed residents in the new and conventional
towns as of 1981 are summarized below (Table 4.15).
[Table 4.151 Difference In Modal Spit between the New and the
Conventional Towns as of 1981
% Use of Transit:
New Town
Conventional Town
Mean Comparison:
% Use of Car:
New Town
Conventional Town
Mean Comparison:
% Use of Other Mode:
New Town
Conventional Town
Mean Comparison:
Mean Value
17.9
21.0
t-Statistic
-1.063
Mean Value
56.0
53.5
t-Statistic
1.538
Mean Value
26.1
25.5
t-Statistic
0.22
Standard Deviation
4.6
5.5
Evaluation
Not Significant
Standard Deviation
3.1
2.2
Evaluation
Not Significant
Standard Deviation
3.5
6.0
Evaluation
Not Significant
Source: Census 1981, England and Wales
According to the result of the mean comparison given
in the table, there is not a significant difference between the
new and conventional towns in the percent share of each travel
mode. Private transport, which means car transport plus other
travel modes consisting of car transport, motor/pedal cycle, on
foot and works at home, dominates the travel mode to journey
to work. However, these similar values in the percent share of
travel mode raise the suspicion that the discrepancy in the travel
mode choice between employed residents who work within the
community and those who work outside the community might
conceal the real differences in the modal split between these
groups of towns. For further analyses, modal split among
employed residents in the twelve towns as of 1981, with
geographical distinction of work places, is summarized (see
Appendix 3).
In order to reveal the real differences in the modal split
among employed residents between the new and conventional
towns, a mean comparison is carried out using the mean values
and standard deviations of the percent use of private transport
among employed residents who work within/outside the
community (Table 4.16).
[Table 4.16 Difference In the Percent Use of Private Transport
between the New and the Conventional Towns as of 1961
Employed Residents
Working Locally:
New Town
Conventional Town
Employed Residents
Working Outside:
New Town
Conventional Town
Mean Comparison:
Employed Residents
Working Locally
Employed Residents
Working Outside
Mean Value
84.1
89.5
Mean Value
75.5
70.6
t-Statistic
-2.607
1.222
Standard Deviation
4.4
1.5
Standard Deviation
6.6
7.2
Evaluation
Significant
Not Significant
Source: Census 1981, England and Wales
While there is not a significant difference among those
who work outside the community, there is a significant
difference between the new and conventional towns in the
percent use of private transport among employed residents who
work within the community. The result of this mean
comparison suggests that the greater values of the new towns in
the percentage of employed residents who work within the
community, along with the lower values in the percent use of
private transport among these employed residents, might offset
the differences in the modal split between the new and the
conventional towns.
For the comparative purpose, the modal split among
employed residents in those twelve towns as of 1971 is made
up from the Census Tables (see Appendix 4). A mean
comparison is also carried out between the new and
conventional towns, taking care of geographical distinction of
work places, with variable of the percent use of private
transport among employed residents (Table 4.17).
[Table 4.171 Difference In the Percent Use of Private Transport
between the New and the Conventional Towns as of 1971
Employed Residents
Working Locally:
New Town
Conventional Town
Employed Residents
Working Outside:
New Town
Conventional Town
Mean Comparison:
Employed Residents
Working Locally
Employed Residents
Working Outside
Mean Value
78.6
79.5
Mean Value
69.9
59.7
t-Statistic
-0.244
3.50
Standard Deviation
5.8
7.0
Standard Deviation
2.4
7.3
Evaluation
Not Significant
Significant
Source: Census 1971, England and Wales
The mean comparison with the 1971 data shows a
result contrary to that with the 1981 data. A significant
difference between the new and conventional towns does not
appear in the percent use of private transport among employed
residents who work within the community but among those
who work outside the community. This suggests that the
decennial changes in values of some socio-economic factors
might have an effect on the modal split of the journey to work
trends among employed residents as well as on the attitude to
living close to work. To find out those socio-economic factors
which influence on the modal split of the journey to work
trends, a multivariate regression analysis is carried out with the
dependent variable of the percent use of private transport among
employed residents who work within the community.
The results of the multivariate regression analysis with
the 1981/1971 sample data is shown on the next page (Table
4.18 and Table 4.19). Judging from rather higher values in
both the adjusted multivariate coefficient of determination of
0.664 and F-statistic of 11.847, the general linear model
regressing with explanatory variables of the population density
and area size fits well to the 1981 samples and shows the
statistically significant negative correlation between these
explanatory variables and the dependent variable of the percent
use of private transport among employed residents who work
within the community. A similar result is acquired for the
1971 samples except that the effect of the population density on
private transport shares does not appear as strong as for the
1981 samples.
To show the effect of the other variables which are
controlled in those decennial sample data, changes in values of
both the explanatory and dependent variables between 1971 and
1981 are calculated (see Appendix 5). Using these data sets, a
multivariate regression analysis is also carried out between the
percent use of private transport among employed residents who
work within the community and those socio-economic factors.
The result is shown on the following page (Table 4.20).
Three socio-economic factors -- the percentage of
employed residents among the entire population, job per
housing ratio and percentage of household with at least one car,
ITable 4.181 Result of the Multivariate Regression Analysis (Modal Split, 1981)
Sample Size: 12
General Linear Model:
Dependent Variable: % Use of Private Transport Kegression stnaderr tnadzed
Explanatory Variables: Coetticient ot Coetticient Coetticient Tolerance t-Statistic Probability
Constant 113.499 6.423 0 17.671 0
81(Density) -1.461 0.3 -19D07 0.714 -4S65 0.001
62(Area Size) -0)01 0.001 -0307 0.714 -2.451 0.037
Fit of the Model:
Adjusted Multivariate Coefficient of Determination: 0.664
F-Statistic: 11.847 (> 5.71) ... The relationship between "Dependent Variable" and individual " Explanatory Variables" is statistically significant.
ITable 4.191 Result of the Multivariate Regression Analysis with the Dummy Variable (Modal Split, 1971)
Sample Size: 12
General Linear Model:
Dependent Variable: % Use of Private Transport
Regression tandardror ze
Explanatory Variables: _Coetticient of Coetticient Coetticient Tolerance t-Statistic Probability
Constant 113.195 5.743 0 19.711 0
11(Density) -1516 0269 -0.99 0.714 -5644 0
62(Area Size) -0.002 0 -0.849 0.714 -4.839 0.001
Fit of the Model:
Adjusted Multivariate Coefficient of Determination: 0.758
F-Statistic: 18.25 (> 5.71) ... The relationship between " Dependent Variable" and individual Explanatory Variables" isstatistically significant.
ITable 4.201 Result of the Multivariate Regression Analysis (Modal Split Change)
Sample Size: 12
General Linear Model:
Dependent Variable: % Use of Private Transpot Regresson standard Error Sandardzed
Explanatory Variables: Coettictent of Coetticient Coetticient Tolerance t-Statistic Probability
Constant 0.888 1.308 0 0.679 0.516
BI(% Erployed Residents) -1397 0.266 -0694 0.977 -5249 0.001
B2(Job per Housing Ratio) -10606 3.327 -0514 0.658 -3.188 0.013
B3(% Car Ownership) 0.841 0.152 0.895 0.651 5.525 0.001
Fit of the Model:
Adjusted Multivariate Coefficient of Determination: 0.812
F-Statistic: 16.49 (> 5.42) ... The relationship between " Dependent Variable" and individual "Explanatory Variables" is statistically significant.
show very close correlation to the changes in private transport
shares. According to the standardized coefficients, two of these
factors -- the percentage of employed residents among the entire
population and job per housing ratio, negatively correlate to the
changes in private transport shares, while the other variable of
the percentage of household with at least one car positively
correlates.
Consequently, the higher values in variables such as
the area size, population density, percentage of employed
residents among the entire population and job per housing ratio
will lead lower dependency on the private transport among
employed residents who work within the community. Among
those variables, the population density and job per housing
ratio are controllable by planning. Considering the result of the
previous section, it is concluded that those two socio-economic
factors, if they are controlled to keep in high values, not only
encourage the preference to living close to work but also reduce
the dependency on private transport among employed residents
who work within the community.
Chapter 5.
Synthesis
The findings and implications made in the previous
chapters are further developed and synthesized below. The
description started from the validity of the new town scheme as
a growth policy, its planning values and application to current
edge cities, and finally concluded with what energy conservation
implication was derived from the reorganization of U.S.
metropolitan areas into the polynucleated city structure led by
the new town scheme.
Through the comparison of travel behavior between
the new and conventional towns, two assumed effects of the
new town scheme provided in the previous chapter -- that the
new town scheme will stimulate closer proximity between
residential areas and employment locations and that the new
town scheme will lessen the dominance of private transport, are
empirically confirmed. The analyses also revealed socio-
economic determinants which led to the superiority of new
towns in these two respects.
The higher values in three socio-economic factors --
the population density, job per housing ratio and number of
workers per household, will encourage the preference of
employed residents to living close to work. Two of these
factors, the population density and job per housing ratio,
combined with another two -- the area size and percentage of
employed residents among the entire population, also work to
reduce the dependency on private transport among residents who
work within the community, if they are kept in high values.
Although the area size, number of workers per
household and percentage of employed residents among the
entire population are ad hoc variables, the other two variables,
the population density and job per housing ratio, are
controllable by planning. The higher job per housing ratio is
potentially attained in emerging edge cities especially due to
continuous relocation of firms into those suburbs.
The implication of those results derived from the
analyses are to be summarized in three points. First, the
development of housing in edge city boundaries is to be
promoted with diversity because edge cities should
accommodate everyone from lower unskilled laborers to
professional experts. Second, edge cities are acceptable to the
new town scheme as their growth policy because of their
potentially abundant job opportunities and presumed attraction
to multiple income households. Finally, under this new town
scheme, the growth of edge cities must be controlled in terms
of job/housing balance and planned population densities.
Given that edge cities grow properly under the new
town scheme, each U.S. metropolitan area will be reorganized
into the polynucleated city structure consisting of a
metropolitan core area and clustered self-contained communities
surrounding it. This polynucleated city structure presumably
serves energy conservation in the following three respects.
First, energy conservation in the transport sector will be
encouraged by reducing the long-distance commuting
requirement due to closer proximity between residential areas
and employment locations. Second, energy conservation in the
residential/industrial sector will be encouraged by adopting the
CHP (Combined Heat and Power) scheme following
heterogeneous land use configuration. Finally extra energy
conservation in the transport sector will be expected by
lessening the dominance of private transport.
The proposition made in the first chapter of this thesis
-- that the new town scheme, combined with the recent trend of
the decentralization of both firms and households, will properly
reorganize U.S. metropolitan areas and will serve the further
promotion of energy conservation, is confirmed its validity
with the empirical evidence. However, it is the planners' role
to continuously search for growth policy alternatives and to
develop energy conservation options.
Methodological Appendix.
Pilot Study for the Research:
U.S. New Town Experiment
In the United States, the federal government was first
engaged in the new town development in the 1930's and 1940's.
Green Belt Towns, Tennessee Valley Authority Towns and
Atomic Energy Commission Towns were constructed during
this period. Among these new towns, the latter two were
planned only to meet temporary accommodation requirements
and Green Belt Towns remained bedroom communities because
of their lack of sites for industrial use. Therefore those towns
cannot be categorized as the self-contained new towns in
Ebenezer Howard's sense.
The 1960's was the period of the second wave new
town movement initiated by private entrepreneurs. The new
towns started during this period, which include the famous
examples of Columbia, Maryland, Reston, Virginia, and
Valencia and Irvine, California, became the latest established
new towns because of the financial failure of the federally
supported new towns in the later years. These second wave new
towns were similar to the British new towns in the sense that
they were self-contained, although the major emphasis was on
achieving social autonomy through the design components of
the physical plan. Social balancing factors such as matching
between local job demand and labor supply and socio-economic
diversity among residents were less considered in those new
towns.
The third wave new town movement under the support
of the Title VII Program of the HUD (U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development) was started in 1970.
Thirteen new towns were designated under the program,
however, all but one of them faced serious financial difficulties
within a couple of years after their designation. As a result, the
program was officially terminated in 1983. The program is
considered to have been failed on account of the recession
experienced between 1973 and 1975 and the excessive
requirements loaded onto the risky development.
The most comprehensive and probably the best
available socio-economic evaluation of U.S. new towns was
done between 1972 and 1975 by the Center for Urban and
Regional Studies of the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill under the direction of Raymond J. Burby, III and Shirley F.
Weiss. It revealed that the outputs of new town processes were
superior to those of conventional town growth in many respects
including land use planning and access to community facilities,
recreational facilities, community livability and living
environments for low/moderate income households, blacks and
the elderly. However, they fell short of achieving the full
potential of the new town concept for solving urban problems
(Burby and Weiss, 1976).
The study was limited in its expansion as far as the
assessment of the life quality of people and was not allowed to
cover the evaluation of effectiveness of the new town scheme in
terms of the self-containment of the community because the
targeted new towns were still immature when the study was
carried out and the new town movement was discouraged by the
failure of the Title VII Program. The study focused on the
differences between the new and conventional towns as a whole
and therefore paid less attention to their regional diversity and
the stage of development. Additionally, it does not show
enough individual data for the paired conventional towns to
allow statistical analyses for correlations among planning
factors.
In order to examine appropriateness of the groupwise
comparison for the research, the distribution of two primary
factors, distance from the central city and entire population,
among the thirteen new towns and paired conventional towns is
calculated from the sample data and is shown on the next page
(Table a.1). The generally high values in the coefficient of
variations of those two factors for both the new and
conventional towns suggest that there is a great diversity in
each group of towns and thus the groupwise comparison itself
can not properly measure the difference. With some refinement
of the data, however, it is still possible to construct a pilot
study for the research using those new town samples .
[Table a.1] Disribution of Primary Factors among the Thirteen
New Towns and Paired Conventional Towns
Distance from the
Central City (Mil):
New Town
Conventional Town
Entire Population
(Number of Persons):
New ''own
Conventional Town
Mean Value
19.4
20.8
Mean Value
18,162
21,800
Standard
Deviation
10.9
10.7
Standard
Deviation
8,354
21,239
Coefficient
of Variation
56.2
51.4
Coefficient
of Variation
46.0
97.4
Source: A National Study of Environmental Preferences and the
Quality of Life, 1973
Among the thirteen new towns in the study, seven
new towns in the metropolitan regions of Washington D.C.,
Chicago and Los Angeles were selected avoiding the difference
in economic influence of the central city. They are Columbia,
Reston, Elk Grove Village, Park Forest, Foster City, Valencia
and Westlake Village. The data sets for these seven new towns
as of 1973 are given on the following page (Table a.2). A brief
comparison between the mean values and standard deviations of
the samples easily reveals their diversity in many respects.
To draw a rough sketch of the research, a multivariate
regression analysis is carried out, using the stepwise method,
between the percentage of heads of household who work within
the community and socio-economic factors such as the
population density in neighborhood level, percentage of
employed residents among entire population, percentage of
managerial workers among heads of household, job per housing
ratio and number of workers per household. The result is
shown on the following page (Table a.3).
The sample size of seven new towns is definitely too
small a number to do a proper multivariate regression analysis,
but the result is suggestive. The general linear model shows
the best fit to the samples when it regresses with explanatory
variables of the population density in neighborhood level, job
per housing ratio and number of workers per household. The
[Table a.21 Data Set for the Seven U.S. New Towns
Columbia Reston Elk Grove Village Park Forest Poster Cty Valencia Westlake Village Mean Value Standard Deviation
State Maryland Virginia Illinois Illinois Califorria California California
Year of Initial Occupancy 1967 1964 1957 1948 1964 1966 1967
Physical Description
1. Distance from the Central
City (MI) 24 18 26 29 25 32 40 28 6.4
2. Area Size (Acre) 18,000 7,400 5,760 3,182 2,600 4,000 11,709 7,522 5,153
Demographics_
1. Entire Population 24,000 20,000 22,900 30,600 15,000 7,000 13,000 18,929 7,287
2. Number of Employed ___ _
Residents 10,800 7,700 9,600 11,800 7,200 2,900 4,300 7,757 3,044
3. Number of Households 7,700 5,900 6,300 8,500 5,200 2,100 3,700 5,629 2,050
4. Number of On-Site Jobs 17,000 2,600 27,000 3,200 1,000 3,300 5,100 8,457 9,041
Design Factors
1. Population Density 8 14 12 14 13 19 19 14.1 3.6
2. % Employed Residents 45 39 42 39 48 41 33 41 4.5
3. % Marngerial Workers _ _ _ -
(Heads of Household) 29 31 19 19 28 24 32 26 5.0
4. Job per Housing Ratio 2.21 0.44 4.29 0.38 0.19 1.57 1.38 1.49 1.33
5. Workers per Household 1.40 1.31 1.52 1.39 1.38 1.38 1.16 1.36 0.10
Observed Results
% Heads of Household
Who Work Locally 23 12, 16 8 5, 9 13 12.3 5.5
Source: A National Study of Environmental Preferences and the Quality of Life, 1973
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ITable a.31 Result of the Multivariate Regression Analysis (U.S. New Towns)
Sample Size: 7
Oenerai Linear Model:
Dependent Variable: % Heads of Household Who Work Locally Kemon - Sbardard trror
Explanatory Vanables: Coetticient ot Coetticient Coethicient Tolerance t-statistic Probability
Constant 78.419 27.156 0 2.888 0.063
81(Population Density) -1.178 0.435 -0.773 0.658 -2.71 0.073
82(Job per Housing Ratio) 3.362 1.124 0.814 0.722 2.992 0.058
B3(Workers per Household) -39982 17.594 -0.734 0.512 -2.272 0.108
Fit of the Model:
Adjusted Multivariate Coefficient of Deternination: 0.679
F-Statistic: 5.234
adjusted multivariate coefficient of determination of 0.679
means that there is a consistency between the model and the
samples.
The negative effect of two explanatory variables of the
population density and number of workers per household on the
percentage of heads of household who work within the
community suggests the excess labor force to the on-site jobs,
which often happens in the earlier stage of the new town
development, while the higher job per housing ratio urges local
employment of the residents. The result also suggests that the
multivariate regression analysis between socio-economic factors
and the observed journey to work trend is a valid statistical
measure to reveal the structure of self-containment of the
community. In order to evaluate the planning values of the
new town scheme properly, further analyses are required with
larger sample size and more control over explanatory variables.
Appendix 1.
OEM*-
[Appendix 1.11 Primary Data Set for the New Towns as of 1971
HemieleHernstead Welwyn+Hatfield Harlow Stevenage Basildon Crawley Bracknell Man Value Standard Deviation
General Description
Courty Hertfordshire Hertfordshire Essex Hertfordshire Essex West Sussex Berkshite
Category New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town
Year Designated-Dissolved 1947- 1962 1948 - 1966 1947- 1980 1946- 1980 1949 - 1985 1947 - 1962 1949- 1982
Physical Desciption
1. Distance from the Cerdal
City of London (MI) 23 20 23 29 25 28 28 25 3
2. Area Size (Acre) 5,973 6,661 6,390 6,247 7,812 6,042 3,301 6,061 1,265
Dernogrphics
1. Entire Population 69,140 64,590 77,360 66,660 77,060 66,720 33,660 65,027 13,646
2. Number of Employed
Residents 34,820 31,940 36,910 30,450 34,360 34,410 15,910 31,257 6,556
3. Number of Households
in Community 21,910 20,450 23,080 20,070 23,790 20,360 10,340 20,000 4,160
4. Nunber of On-Site Jobs 32,710 30,030 34,970 30,040 32,100 39,990 17,790 31,090 6,291
Source: Census 1971, England and Wales
[Appendix 1.21 Primary Data Set for the Conventional Towns as of 1971
GeneralDescriptionEpsom and Ewell Slough Watford . Castle Point Gillinghar Mean Value 
Standard Deviation
General Description____________ _________
Courty Surrey Buckinghamshire Hertfordshire Essex Kent
Category Mixed-Urban Rural Industrial Mixed Urban-Rural Mixed Urban-Rural Mixed Urban-Rural
Year Designated-Dissolved
Physical Description __
1. Distance from the Central
City of London (MI) 13 22 17 30 29 22 7
2. Area Size (Acre) 8,422 6,807 5,294 11,054 8,000 7,915 1,909
Demographics
1. Entire Population 63,970 87,080 78,470 74,670 86,860 78,210 8,589
2. Number of Employed __- _ -
Residents 31,870 43,550 37,070 31,290 37,000 36,156 4,433
3. Number of Households
in Community 22,990 27,550 26,720 25,320 29,120 26,340 2,078
4. Nunber of On-Site Jobs 20,800 62,560 47,280 15,000 19,090 32,946 1,6
Source: Census 1971, England and Wales
[Appendix 1.31 Planning Values for the New Towns as of 1971
Hemel Hempstead Welwyn + Hatfield Harlow Stevenage Basildon Crawley Bracknell Mean Value Standard Deviation
Design Factors
New/Conventional Towns New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town New Town
Physical Chamcteristics
Designated Population Density 13.5 11.9 14.1 16.8 17.1 14.4 11.7 14.2 2.0
Distance from the Cental City 23 20 23 29 25 28 28 25 3.1
Socio-Econornic Charcteristics
% Employed Residents 50.4 49.5 47.7 45.7 44.6 51.6 47.3 48.1 2.3
Sham of Male Workesn 60.3 61.1 62 62.5 63.2 60.8 63.8 62.0 1.2
Sham of Female Workers 39.7 38.9 38 37.5 36.8 39.2 36.2 38.0 1.2
Share of Managerial Workers 3.2 3.8 2.5 2.6 4.7 3.9 7.1 4.0 1.5
Job per Housing Ratio 1.49 1.47 1.52 1.5 1.35 1.96 1.72 1.57 0.19
Workers per Household 1.59 1.56 1.6 1.52 1.44 1.69 1.54 1.56 0.07
% Car Ownership 66.1 64.5 62 63 59.9 67.9 702 64.8 3.3
Two or More Cars 12.6 10.6 8 7.4 7 10.1 10.4 9.4 1.9
Observed Results
Employed Residents Working Locally 79.3 57. 79.3 77.7 63.1 85.1 69 73.0 
9.3
% of Male Workers 66 49.8 72.8 73 55.4 80.1 63.4 65.8 9.8
% of Female Workers 84.7 69.8 89.9 85.5 76.3 92.9 78.6 82.5 7.5
Employed Residents Working in OLA 7.8 7.7 9.1 3.1, 14.1 6.4 3, 7.3 
3.5,
Source: Census 1971, England and Wales
[Appendix 1.41 Planning Values for the Conventional Towns as of 1971
Epsom and Ewell Slough Watford Castle Point Gillinglam Mean Value Standard Deviation
Design Factors
New/Conventional Towns Conventional Conventional Conventional Conventional Conventional
Physical Ctracteristics
Population Density 7.6 12.8 14.8 6.8 10.9 10.6 3.0
Distance from the Central City 13 22 17 30 29 22 6.6
Socio-Econotmic Characteristics
% Employed Residents 49.8 50 47.2 41.9 42.6 46.3 3.5
Share of Male Workers 61.6 63.2 62.9 67.5 67.8 64.6 2.5
Share of Female Workers 38.4 36.8 37.1 32.5 32.2 35.4 2.5
Sham of Managerial Workers 5.6 2.9 3.4 4.7 3.4 4.0 1.0
Job per Housing Ratio 0.9 2.27 1.77 0.59 0.66 1.24 0.67
Workers per Household 1.39 1.58 1.39 1.24 1.27 1.37 0.12
% Car Ownership 70.4 65.7 55.7 63.6 54 61.9 6.2
Two or More Cars NA NA NA NA NA
Observed Results
Employed Residents Working Locally 40.7 74.9 64.7 33 38.4 50.3 16.4
% of Male Workers 32.6 70.2 57.1 26.1 30.1 43.2 17.3
% of Ferale Workers 53.8 83 77.5 47.3 55.8 63.5 14.1
Employed Residerts Working in OLA 49.3 11.6 14.5 27.2 13.8 23.3 14.1,
Source: Census 1971, England and Wales
Appendix 2.
[Appendix 2.11 Decennial Changes in the Planning Values for the New Towns
Hemel Hempstead Welwyn + Hatfield Harlow Stevenage Basildon Crawley Bracknell Mean Value Standard Deviation
Design Factors
New/Conventional Towns New Town New Town Now Town New Town New Town New Town New Town
Physical Characteristics
Designated Population Density - -
Distance from the Central City - - - - -
Socio-Econonic Characteristics
% Employed Residents -2 -02 1 2.1 -0.8 1.1 1.9 0.4 1.4
Share of Male Workers -1.8 -2.7 -25 -32 -29 -2.4 -5 -29 0.9
Share of Female Workers 1.8 2.7 2.5 3.2 2.9 2.4 5 2.9 0.9
Share of Maragerial Workers 8.5 7.2 6.5 7.4 3.7 5.7 4.2 6.2 1.6
Job per Housing Ratio -025 -0.08 -0.19 -0.16 -0.02 -039 -024 -0.19 0.11
Workers per Household -022 -0.19 -0.19 -0.14 -0.15 -0.17 -0.14 -0.17 0.03
% Car Ownership 6.1 3.5 6.7 4.4 3 4.7 0.2 4.1 2.0
Two or More Cars NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Observed Results
Employed Residents Working Locally -18.1 -3.7 -9 -10.9 -4.8 -15.8 -7.6 
-10.0 5.0
% of Male Workers -12.4 -5.7 -10.8 -14.4 2.9 -10.8 -8 -85 5.3
% of Fermale Workers -129 -22 -7.4 -6.8 -52 -16 -8b -8A 4.3
Employed Residerts Working in OLA 3.2 2.6 3.1 4.71 5.8 1.1 5.7 3.7, 1.6,
[Appendix 2.21 Decennial Changes In the Planning Values for the Conventional Towns
Epsom and Ewell Slough Watford Castle Point Gillingham Mean Value Standard Deviation
Design Factors
New/Conventional Towrs Conventional Conventional Conventional Conventional Conventional
Physical Characteristics
Population Density 0.5 1.4 -0.8 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.7
Distance from the Central City - --
Socio-Econonic Characteristics
% Employd Residents -3.7 -23 -03 0 1.5 -1 1.8
Share of Male Workers -3 -2.8 -2b -4 -3.6 -3.2 0.5
Share of Female Workers 3 2.8 2.6 4 3.6 3.2 0.5
Share of Managerial Workers 5.6 4.6 5.9 6.1 5.3 5.5 0.5
Job per Housing Ratio 0.07 -0.47 -0.19 0 0.11 -010 0.21
Workers per Household -0.07 -0.19 -0.09 -0.05 -011 -018 0.06
% Car Ownership 6.1 -0.1 10 11 11.9 7.8 4.4
Two or More Cars NA NA NA NA NA
Observed Results
Employed Residents Working Locally 0.9 -6.7 -83 2.9 4.7 -13 5.2
% of Male Workers 0.9 -7.4 -8.4 2.5 6.4 -12 5.8
% of Female Workers -0.8 -65 -95 1.2 -0.7 -33 4.0
Employed Residers Working in OLA -0.9 3.4 5.8 -1.8 1.4 1.6 2.8
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lAppendix 3.11 Modal Split among Employed Residents In the New Towns as of 1981
Hemel Hempstead Welwyn+ Hatfield Harlow Stevenage Basildon Crawley Bracknell Mean Value Standard Deviation
Entire Employed Residents
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) 15.1 14.5 18.3 21.9 26-2 18.1 11.1 17.9 4.6
% Use of Car 60.3 52.5 56.8 55.6 513 55.9 59.9 56.0 3.1
% Use of Other Mode 24.6 33 24.9 225 22.5 26 29 26.1 3.5
Employed Residents Working Locally 612 53.9 70.3 66.8 58.3 69.3 61.4 63.0 5.6
% Useo Transit (Bus & Rail) 11.3 8.6 15.2 212 18.1 14.2 8.8 13.9 4.4
% Use of Car 55.4 43 51.7 48.3 48 51.3 49.5 49.6 3.6
Self-driving 41.5 31 36.5 33.7 33.5 37.6 36.4 35.7 3.1
Pool Driving & Passenger 13.9 12 15.2 14.6 14.5 13.7 13.1 13.9 1.0
% Use of Other Mode 30.8 46.3 31.2 29.4 31 32.6 40.4 34.5 5.9
Employed Residents Working Outside 38.8 46.1 29.7 332 41.7 30.7 38.6 37.0 5.6
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) 203 21.3 253 23.1 37.5 26.7 14.6 24.1 6.6
% Use of Car 68.1 63.5 68.8 70.1 56 66.1 76.4 67.0 5.8
Self-driving 54 50.8 52.2 54 42.2 51 58.5 51.8 4.6
Pool Driving & Passenger 14.1 12.7 16.6 16.1 13.8 15.1 17.9 15.2 1.7
% Use of Other Mode 11.3 14.6 5.4 6.5 6.2 6.8 8.8 8.5 3.1
Source: Census 1981, England and Wales
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[Appendix 3.21 Modal Split among Employed Residents In the Conventional Towns as of 1981
Epsom and Ewell Slough Watford Castle Point Oillingham Mean Value Standard Deviation
Entire Employed Residents
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) 24.2 13.1 16.4 23.1 23.1 21.0 5.5
% Use of Car 51.7 54.7 53.5 57 50.8 53.5 2.2
% Use of Other Mode 24.1 32.2 30.1 14.9 26.1 25.5 6.0
Enplyed Residents Working Locally 41.6 68.2 56.4 35.9 43.1 49.0 11.7
% Use of Trnsit (Bus & Rail) 8.2 10.4 11.2 12.6 9.9 10.5 1.5
% Use of Car 43.3 47.2 44.9 51.4 46 46.6 2.7
Self-driving 34.6 33.2 34.2 41.6 35.6 35.8 3.0
Pool Driving & Passenger 8.7 14 10.7 9.8 10.4 10.7 1.8
% Use of Other Made 48.5 42.4 43.9 36 44.1 43.0 4.0
Employed Residents Working Outside 58.4 31.8 43.6 64.1 56.9 51.0 11.7
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) 35.5 18.7 22.9 36.7 33.1 29.4 72
% Use of Car 57.6 70.6 64.3 60.1 54.4 61.4 5.6
Self-driving 48.3 56.5 50.7 44 41.4 48.2 5.3
Pool Driving & Passenger 9.3 14.1 13.6 16.1 13 13.2 2.2
% Use of Other Mode 6.9 10.7 12.8 3.2 12.5 9.2 3.7
Source: Census 1981. England and Wales
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lAppendix 4.11 Modal Split among Employed Residents In the New Towns as of 1971
Henal Hempstead Welwyn + Hatfield Harlow Stevenage Basil don Crawley Bracknell Mean Value Standard Deviation
Entire Employed Residents
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) 252 19.9 23.8 24.9 29.7 24.5 11.3 22.8 5.4
% Use of Car 46.6 43.3 43.6 48.2 45.4 45.1 51.9 46.3 2.8
% Use of Other Mode 28.2 36.8 32.6 26.9 24.9 30.4 36.8 30.9 4.3
Employed Residents Working Locally 79.3 57.6 79.3 77.7 63.1 85.1 69 73.0 9.3
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) 24.3 15.3 21.8 24.7 25.5 21.6 7.8 20.1 5.9
% Use of Car 41.3 35.2 39.3 44 39.5 43.8 42.2 40.8 2.8
Self-driving NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Pool Driving & Passenger NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
% Use of Other Mode 33.5 48.1 37.7 30.2 33.5 33.7 48.3 37.9 6.8
Employed Residents Working Outside 20.7 42.4 20.7 223 36.9 14.9 31 27.0 9.3
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) 27.9 25.6 31.8 25.1 36.8 40.8 192 29.6 6.9
% Use of Car 61.2 54.3 60 62.7 55.6 52.4 73.5 60.0 6.6
Self-driving NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Pool Diving & Passenger NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
% Use of Other Mode 10.5 19.6 7.6 11.9 7.3 5.8 7.1 10.0 4.4
Source: Census 1971, England and Wales
[Appendix 4.21 Modal Split among Employed Residents In the Conventional Towns as of 1971
Epsom and Ewell Slough Watford Castle Point Qillinglum Mean Value Standard Deviation
Entire Employed Residents
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) 34.3 21.6 25.7 37.7 32.1 30.3 5.8
% Use of Car 39.4 37.9 37.3 44.3 39.2 39.6 2.5
% Use of Other Mode 26.3 40.5 37 18 28.7 30.1 8.0
Employed Residents Working Locally 40.7 74.9 64.7 33 38.4 50.3 16.4
% Use of Trarnit (Bu & Rail) 13.9 19.2 20.7 192 17.1 18.0 2.4
% Use of Car 312 312 30.5 34.3 31.9 31.8 1.3
Self-driving NA NA NA NA NA
Pool Driving & Passenger NA NA NA NA NA
% Use of Other Mode 52.3 47.4 46.5 43.3 48.7 47.6 2.9
Employed Residents Working Outside 59.3 25.1 35.3 67 61.6 49.7 16.4
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) 48.3 28.7 34.7 46.8 41.3 40.0 7.4
% Use of Car 45.1 58 49.7 492 43.8 49.2 5.0
Self-driving NA NA NA NA NA
Pool Driving & Pasenger NA NA NA NA NA I
% Use of Other Mode 6.4 13.1 15 3.8 14.5 10.6 4.6
Source: Census 1971, England and Wales
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[Appendix 5.11 Decennial Changes in the Modal Split among Employed Residents In the New Towns
Hemel Hempetead Welwyn + Hatfield Harlow Stevenage Basildon Crawley Bracknell Mean Value Standard Deviation
Entire Employed Residents
% Use of Tmnit (Bus & Rail) -101 -5.4 -55 -3 -35 -6.4 -02 -49 2.9
% Use of Car 13.7 9.2 13.2 7.4 5.9 10.8 8 9.7 2.7
% Use of Other Mode -36 -31 -7.7 -4.4 -2.4 -4.4 -7. -49 1.9
Employed Residents Working Locally -181 -3.7 -9 -109 -4.8 -15.1 -76 -10.0 5.0
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) -13 -6.7 -66 -35 -7.4 -7A 1 -62 3.9
% Use of Car 14.1 7.8 12.4 4.3 85 7.5 7.3 8.8 3.1
Self-driving NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Pool Driving & Passenger NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
% Use of Other Mode -2.7 -1. -65 -OS -25 -1.1 -79 -33 2.6
Employed Residents Working Outside 18.1 3.7 9 10.9 4.8 15.8 7.6 10.0 5.0
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) -76 -43 -65 -2 0.7 -141 -46 -55 4.3
% Use of Car 6.9 9.2 8.8 7.4 0.4 13.7 2.9 7.0 4.0
Self-driving NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Pool Driving & Passenger NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
% Use of Other Mode 0.8 -5 -22 -5.4 -1.1 1 1.7 -15 2.7
[Appendix 5.21 Decennial Changes in the Modal Split among Employed Residents in the Conventional Towns
Epsom and Ewell Slough Watford Castle Point Oillingham Mean Value Standard Deviation
Entire Employed Residents
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) -10.1 -85 -93 -9b -9 -93 0.5
% Use of Car 12.3 16.8 16.2 12.7 11.6 13.9 2.1
% Use of Other Mode -22 -83 -6.9 -31 -26 -46 2.5
Employed Residents Working Locally 0.9 -6.7 -83 2.9 4.7 -13 5.2
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) -5.7 -8.8 -95 -66 -72 -76 1.4
% Use of Car 12.1 16 14.4 17.1 14.1 14.7 1.7
Self-driving NA NA NA NA NA
Pool Driving & Passenger NA NA NA NA NA
% Use of Other Mode -3.8 -5 -26 -73 -46 -4.7 1.6
Employed Residents Working Outside -09 6.7 8.3 -29 -4.7 13 52
% Use of Transit (Bus & Rail) -12. -10 -11.8 -10.1 -82 -106 1.6
% Use of Car 12.5 12.6 14.6 10.9 10.6 12.2 1.4
Self-driving NA NA NA NA NA
Pool Driving & Passenger NA NA NA NA NA
% Use of Other Mode 0.5 -2.4 -22 -06 -2 -13 1.1
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